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Return Of The Osprey A
In an effort to relocate a juvenile osprey pair, officials at Huntington Lighthouse last year created a raised platform in the granite rock on the northeast side of the building. But while the idea ...
Huntington Lighthouse officials 'tickled to death' by return of osprey pair
Spring is in full swing, and the cycles of nature have reached a crescendo. Mother Nature is showing her wondrous colors with blossoming flowers and trees as our world turns green again with deciduous ...
Gerald Winegrad: Now that spring is here, behold the wonders of nature around you | COMMENTARY
An osprey couple that traveled from South America ... There was no guarantee that the birds would return to their home in its new location. Now the ospreys are back and taking care of two specked ...
Osprey couple returns to summer nest in Huntington Harbor
Time was of the essence this week when construction crews at the Eagle River Water & Sanitation District wastewater treatment facility in Avon found a pair of mating ospreys nesting atop one of the ...
Colorado Parks and Wildlife successfully relocates osprey nest from Avon construction site
Less than a year after a fatal mid-air collision which left her seriously injured and a colleague killed, conservationist Sacha Dench is launching a new expedition to track the 6,000-mile migration ...
'Human swan' Sacha Dench to return to skies after fatal crash which killed colleague
Gov. Ned Lamont signed a $75 million tax incentive package Monday that could help Sikorsky land two critical Army helicopter contracts – and keep thousands of high-paying jobs in Connecticut for a ...
Gov. Lamont touts $75 million Sikorsky deal to land next-generation Army contracts
Ospreys have followed up their return to Kielder last month with new eggs in several nests in the forest. It's the 13th year in a row that the fish eating eagles have returned to Northumberland, with ...
Osprey eggs laid at Kielder for thirteenth consecutive year
They’re back! Ospreys have returned to a nest atop a FortisBC platform equipped with a live camera at KLO Road and Benvoulin Road.
Osprey camera back in business as birds return to nest at KLO and Benvoulin
All around us birds begin to sing, rabbits come out from their burrows, the osprey return, and the sun’s warmth slowly brings to life the first flowers of the season. It’s spring! With the return of ...
Wellness column: Harness the energy of spring
Live webcam of a Poole Harbour Osprey nest platform ... of Poole Harbour teamfaced a seven-month wait to see if they would return. The birds’ passage to Africa is fraught with danger, including ...
Dorset ospreys produce egg for first time in 200 years
There are many unique sightings on the trails in Rhode Island. But one of the most fascinating is the ospreys and their nests at Great Swamp.
Best place for a hike and osprey spotting? Try the Great Swamp in South Kingstown
Orange County may decide Tuesday to create a “vessel-exclusion zone” to keep watercraft away from an Audubon-owned island in Lake Butler.
Orange County’s solution to Bird Island trespassers has boaters squawking
Depending on osprey activity, we may revert to follow ... In the hours after his return to the nest, Louis’ mate Dorcha also returned to her Loch Arkaig home. The Trust says that Louis gifted ...
Lockdown star Louis back on screen after camera installed at new osprey nest
Llyn Clywedog, near Llanidloes is one of the few places in Wales to spot ospreys, and the wait for their return is eagerly awaited every spring.
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